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Welcome to Electronic Summer 2022!
We are happy to be back organizing a one time special
anniversary edition of Electronic Summer! As you might
remember, we chose not to continue Electronic Summer back
in 2017. Simply, we wanted to give room for other events
and not repeating ourselves too much. However, with a long
break without music and parties due to Covid-19 we decided
it might be time to do a three day festival again. So, what
could be better than celebrating the fact that we started the
festival 10 years back and to use the old name? For this reason
we decided to make it a special anniversary edition,
meaning we have no plans to repeat Electronic Summer 2023,
but hopefully we will put on some other fun events and
concerts for the electronic music scene in Gothenburg also in
the future. Our ambition is to make great parties that we like
ourselves, regardless if it is a festival, concert, a plain
Depeche Mode party or something else.
Our ambition has been to put on a classic lineup with three of
our favourite headliners from earlier years. To this we have
added some new bands that have never played in Sweden
before and some personal favourites. All in all, we think we
have got a good and balanced mix of artists to represent the
music we love. To make it a great party, we have completed
this with a full schedule of DJs and other happenings.
You will find the full schedule in this program.
Let’s get the party started. Enjoy!
Electronic greetings
Henrik Wittgren and Sebastian Hess

Hey Daniel Graves! Last year you had a project to make one
new Aesthetic Perfection song every month, how did it go?
When the pandemic hit and the world shut down, I realized I
had a unique opportunity to try a different approach to
recording and releasing music. While “The 12 Songs in 12
months project” was difficult (often it felt insurmountable), it
proved that a band doesn’t need to follow the traditional path
of writing an album and then touring it for years in order to
be successful. It was a very rewarding experience and I’m glad
I did it.
By following you in social media and patreon etc, you seem
to be a true “DIY artist”. How do you work with production,
artworks, videos, media and everything else involved?
When I started this whole music thing I believed that I didn’t
need to worry about anything but the music. I thought I’d
let other folks worry about the business, about the visuals,
about the tours… everything. After a while I realized not only
was I not having the success I wanted, but I was being taken
advantage of by industry folks who didn’t care about my art.
That’s when I decided to take on all the responsibility myself.
I decided to learn how the business works. I decided I would
learn how to book tours, write and read contracts, how to
release music… all of it. I decided that if I was going to fail,
that I would fail on my own terms.
What can we expect from your shows at Electronic Summer?
I’m slowly remembering what it’s like to perform again. After
so many years away, it’s hard to get your footing again. But I
think it’s like riding a bike, you never really forget. Aesthetic
Perfection has always been focused on not only being fun and
engaging performers, but also serious musicians who want to
share their craft with the world. I think you’ll see that in both
the acoustic and full band sets.

Friday 20.00 (acoustic) + Saturday 00.15
Aesthetic Perfection

Göteborgselektronikerna is a quintet with great love for
synths and music machines. Everything is played live and the
sounds are tweaked on the spot! As being a quite unusual band
we asked they how they work together.
All synths are played by hand and since we don’t use
backingtracks or song mode we’re free to improvise, which we
enjoy. Of course the songs have basic structures and to move
on to a different part, main theme or chorus, we listen to
whoever has the que. Mostly though it’s up to our drum
machinist Erik to signal a change by nodding or sometimes, if
we’re to absorbed by tweaking sounds, waving frantically.
How many power slots do you usually need for a gig? 26

What is your favourite synthesizer and why?
Fredrik: Roland SH-101. On its own it might not sound that
spectacular but it really cuts through in the mix.
Erik: Roland Juno-106, the ultimate sweetspot synth that can’t
make a bad sound even if you try.
Niklas: Yamaha CS5, it was my first synthesizer, it’s quite
simple but sounds beautiful.
John: My current favorite synth is Erica Synths Bassline
Db-01. A sound that is quite hard to tame sometimes, but the
sweet spots gives a very rich and powerful sound
Martin: Elektron Analog Rytm. Great performance drummer
with fat sounds and layering with samples gives it that extra
touch.

Friday 17.30
Göteborgselektronikerna

Hey Dirk Ivens, Dive!!! You released a new album during the
Covid pandemic. How did you get through the difficult time
and did it have any impacts on the music making?
In the beginning it was weird for us all but i really enjoyed
the lockdown time. No stress or commitements, no visitors
allowed, no family, no friends... it was a very peacefull time
with only walking, cycling and making music. The songs
for the new Dive album where nearly finished and i was still
working on the lyrics when the earth stood still. As soon as we
where allowed to meet people again then me and Jan Dewulf
who wrote the music started working again. And this was not
the only project i worked on, there was a new Absolute Body
Control vinyl and also the 2nd album from another project
Motor!k.
Being on stage for more than 30 years with Dive and in
different bands more than 40, do you have any tricks to keep
renewing yourself and keep motivated?
Really not, i still have the same inner feeling and energy as
from the very beginning. The fire is still burning high :-)
There are periods of less inspiration but i know that feeling
that it will dissapear and will return again especially in these
times around the world.
Comparing all your musical projects, they of course sound a
bit different, but for a performance with Dive, do you have a
specific mindset or thing that makes it a true Dive concert and
what can we expect from your show at Electronic Summer?
Dive will be alone onstage, one man and his backtape and stroboscopes, playing a selection from the latest album plus some
favorites and i always includes some special surprises for the
fans. And don’t worry, i will give myself 100% as i feed myself
with the energy of the people!

Friday 22.00
Dive

COMPETITION
Hint: Read this programme carefully!
1. Who is behind the piano in Star Piano On Channel K?
2. How many power slots is usually needed for a gig with
Göteborgselektronikerna?
3. Who is the fifth member of Nattskiftet?
4. For which rock band was Covenant the opening act at
Kåren in Gothenburg 1997?
5. From which city does Sierra come?
6. How many tracks does a Syntakt have?
7. What was the name of the first vinyl EP with Sex Kino?
8. At which venue/bar is ElektroPub organised?
9. Which was the first Mesh song ES organiser Henrik heard?
10. Which fruit will Niels Gordon probably bring on stage?
Submit your answers to:
henrik@electronicsummer.se before the 31th of August and
you have a chance to win some secret festival memories.
Good luck!

Friday 00.00
Leaether Strip

Saturday 20.30
Piston Damp

Many of you might have seen Jonas Groth on
Electronic Summer before. He has played together with his
brother Stephan (Apoptygma Berzerk) and as a solo artist he
also made a very special piano tribute to Depeche Mode.
Together with his band mate Truls Sønsterud, they released
their debut album for under the name Piston Damp last year.
The album could be described as classic synthpop and
sometimes you here clear inspiration and vibes of the band of
his brother. We invited them for the first ever show in
Sweden and took the chance to ask them a few questions.
We got your debut album last year, can you tell us about the
project and how long you have been playing together?
We’ve been friends forever, and started the band in 2000.
We’ve recorded demos all the time, but didn’t release anything
proper until 2020 - Something In Me/Noget I Mig.
We really like the song Noget i mig, have you done more
songs in Danish?
Jonas is Danish, so the Danish lyrics came natural to him, but
we haven’t got any plans for more Danish songs at the
moment. Maybe Swedish should be the next step? LOL
For those who have not yet heard Piston Damp yet, which are
the three best songs to prepare for Electronic Summer?
Making The World Great Again, Runaway, Hearts On Fire
....and Something In Me.

THURSDAY 4 AUGUST
18.00 Doors
19.30 Octolab
21.00 Nattskiftet
22.30 Covenant
01.00 Closes
DJs between acts: ElektroPub
At the opening day of Electronic Summer we will start off
with three live acts at the Brewhouse main stage. As bands
have played at earlier Electronic Summers we are happy to
welcome them back to Gothenburg! Behind the DJ desk you
will find our friends from ElektroPub in Stockholm.
We asked the opening band Octolab to present themselves:
Octolab offers a tasteful combination of modern electronic
music with nostalgic 80’s flirts and with a theatrical female
song and cryptic sound design.
The latest single (Afternoon Avenue) had a harder sound than
what we are used to. Is that a new direction for Octolab?
Hehe... and we who thought this song was very poppy! If you
compare it with several of our other songs such as Aim for his
head, Mind and matter, The conclusion, Overcome Suspicion
and Eye for an eye and more they are within the same range.
What we like to do and what have become a little of our
signum, is to never let the listener know how the next song
will sound. Our songs range from synthpop to dark electro and
creepy sound design.
As you come from Lysekil, what is your favourite sea food?
That must be fresh shrimp and crayfish!

Thursday 19.30
Octolab

Thursday 21.00
Nattskiftet

Thursday 22.30
Covenant

FRIDAY 5 AUGUST
My Secret Garden Macro

Kaleid

Heaven

17.00 DOORS 17.00
17.15 DJ Hawk
17.30 Göteborgs17.45 elektronikerna
18.00 17.30-18.30
DJ Statisch
18.15			
18.30 DJ Hawk
18.45
19.00		
Mesh
19.15		
Alternative set
19.30		
19.00-20.00
19.45			
20.00 Aesthetic Perfection DJ Statisch
DJ Safety Dance
20.15 With T.Jansson 20.00-20.25		
20.30 DJ ElektroPub
Sierra
20.45		
20.30-21.30
21.00			DJ Stasi
Depeche Mode Lounge
21.15				
21.30
DJ Statisch 		
Jesper
21.45				DM piano medley 21.30-22.00
22.00		
Dive
DJ Galliano
Depeche Mode Lounge
22.15		
22.00-23.00		
22.30		
		
A Room
22.45				
Of
23.00		
DJ The Fixx		
Faith
23.15				
And
23.30				
Devotion
23.45				
00.00		
Leaether Strip
DJ Castrup
00.15		
00.00-01.15
VNV Nation Hour
00.30		
00.45			
01.00			
DJ Castrup & Steve
01.15		
DJ The Fixx		
01.30			
01.45			
02.00
02.15
02.30
02.45
03.00 CLOSES 03.00

2 SEPTEMBER
SATURDAY
SATURDAY
6 AUGUST
My Secret Garden Macro

Kaleid

Heaven

17.00 DOORS 17.00
17.15 DJ Radio Virus
17.30 Niels Gordon
17.45 17.30-18.15
18.00 __________________ DJ Castrup & Steve
18.15 Brian Griffin Talk
18.30 18.15-19.00
18.45
19.00 DJ Radio Virus
Sex Kino		
19.15		
19.00-19.50		
19.30				
19.45 Star Piano On Channel K DJ Castrup & Steve
20.00 19.50-20.25		
DJ Prototyp
20.15		
20.30 DJ Radio Virus
Piston Damp
20.45		
20.30-21.15		
21.00			DJ Romo-Tobbe
Depeche Mode Lounge
21.15		
DJ Castrup & Steve		
A Film Of
21.30				Faith And Devotion
21.45				21.00-22.00
22.00		
Mesh		
Depeche Mode Lounge
22.15		
22.00-23.40		
DJ Statisch
22.30				
22.45					 A Room
23.00					
Of
23.15				
Faith
23.30				
And
23.45		
DJ Castrup & Steve		
Devotion
00.00			
DJ Paulina
00.15		
Aesthetic Perfection		
00.30		
00.15-01.25		
00.45			
01.00				
01.15				
01.30		
DJ Castrup & Steve
01.45
02.00
02.15
02.30
02.45
03.00 CLOSES 03.00

Let’s celebrate the classic Covenant album Sequencer!
As the Sequencer album recently turned 25, Covenant have
been going through their archives for the original backtracks
to performe the album in its entirety. On top of this they have
also collected demo versions and outtakes for an upcoming
re-release.
Eskil from Covenant tells a little bit about the time, and how
the album came together:
It was a time when we were coming to the end of our
university studies. We were heavily inspired by science in
itself and to constantly learn new things. Looking back on the
time today, we obviously had a kind of punk DIY-energy that
only comes when you are in your 20’s.
How did you record the album and what made the very special
sound that makes this record so different from your debut and
other similar bands from the mid 90’s?
As the album name indicates, we wanted everything to be
controlled and programmed in a very computerized way.
We used Atari computers without possibilities to record
the knob-tweaking.

Thursday 22.30
Covenant

As Eskil explains Sequencer was a static album and without
this equipment and recording method the sound would most
likely have been completely different. However, to us, this
album sounds extremely organic and dynamic, so there must
have been something else that made it stand out?
I was more into techno than industrial, including in the rave
scene. Possibly this was an inspiration which also helped us
to deliver something unique. Already when the album came
out we immedely got a boost and big number of live shows.
Some traditionalists of course felt it was too much techno, but
also with the new sound we started to establish ourselves as a
headliner act that could stand on its own legs, doing our own
tours with support acts instead of vice versa.
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Back in 2015 we booked VNV Nation for two shows with
different setlists at Electronic Summer. We felt it was time to
bring back this concept with one of our favourite bands: Mesh!
So, we welcome you to a very special Mesh show to start off
the Friday of the festival with an alternative set, meaning less
of the usual stuff, more of the unusual. The day after they
return to do a more hits oriented set.
If you did not hear Mesh before organiser Henrik has put
down his own top five list:
It Scares Me: They played this live when I organized them ni
Gothenburg 1997 (before it was released). I heard it twice (on
the sound check and at the gig). I had the song in my head
until it was released two years later.
Can You Mend Hearts: Simply just a perfect song.
My Protector: A classic Mesh synthpop sound. Great live.
My Saddest Day: Probably not the most happy song.
State Of Mind: Actually the first Mesh song I heard.
Scan the QR-code to get Henrik’s
full “Best of Mesh setlist” as a
Spotify playlist:

Friday 19.00 + Saturday 22.00
Mesh

We asked Sex Kino to tell us a little bit about themselves.
Josefine: Sex Kino was born in 2019 somewhere between
Stockholm and Berlin when we (James Brook and Josefine
Larsson) met and immediately wanted to make music
together. I guess we could be called a New Wave band.
We are driven by memorable themes and snappy taglines,
with a veneer of 80’s Dark Disco. Our songs are often about
guilty pleasure clichés, dystopian retrofuturism and lovers
on the run.
What are you up to at the moment, any new stuff in the
pipeline?
James: We released our first vinyl EP Scream In The City
2020 and since then we’ve been having fun with singles,
mixing genres, pop-cultural references and decades. Now
we’ve been on the international stage for a year and just
getting back to working on our next EP, scheduled to be
released this year.
For those who have not yet heard Sex Kino, which are the
best songs to prepare for Electronic Summer?
We would recommend We Have Ways of Making You Dance,
Ghost Train, She’s Gotta Move and our techno-satire favorite
Show That You Know How To Techno.

Saturday 19.00
Sex Kino

Hey, who is Niels Gordon?
Niels Gordon is mainly an instrumental solo artist
working with old techniques like organs, string machines and
analogue synthesizers. Live I perform without computers or
backtracks.
From where did you get the name Niels Gordon?
I’ve used the name since I started working with electronic
music in the mid eighties. I was called Nisse since I was a kid
so Niels came naturally and Gordon was simply taken from
Gordon’s Gin by The Human League.
We see this pineapple of yours everywhere... Will you bring
it and and can you tell us about it?
Yes! I try to have my pineapple lit whenever I’m creating
music. It’s an homage to Ralf & Florian who are great sources
of inspiration alongside many other of the giants of
the 70’s (RIP Vangelis and Klaus Schulze).

Saturday 17.30
Niels Gordon

Saturday 19.50
Star Piano On Channel K

As the name reveals, our own stars, Alexander Hofman
(S.P.O.C.K, Mr. Data etc) and Thomas Jansson (piano maestro)
will perform some songs together in an unusual and
minimalistic way. You might wonder what songs they play?
Well, it is written in the stars.

Saturday 18.15
Brian Griffin
The legendary DM photographer will
visit us during the Saturday. Listen to a
talk by Brian and get your hands on the
limited edition prints, specially for ES.
Price: 250 SEK/each. Set of 4: 600 SEK.

Merchandise
More items in webshop

Webshop:
http://electronicsummer.myspreadshop.se/

We said hello to Sierra! Could you describe yourself?
I am a French producer from Paris. My music is something
between darkwave, ebm and techno.
Did you ever visit or play in Sweden before?
I visited Stockholm a few years ago. I really loved the city.		
I also visited Vaxholm.
What can we expect from your live performance?
My live performance is a mix of me playing synths, drumpads,
and using my voice. I love to mix different atmospheres to
make something full of contrasts.
For those who have not yet heard Sierra, which are the three
best songs to prepare for Electronic Summer?
The most listened: Unbroken (which has my latest sound),
See me now and the one that i prefer most to play live, Trapped.

Friday 20.30
Sierra

Hey Nattskiftet! You played your first ever show at
Electronic Summer 2015. What has happened since then?
The biggest thing for us was the release of our debut album,
Stämplar in, in 2021. It was strange to release an album during
the pandemic since we couldn’t play live and support it, but
we still got very nice feedback on the album. It feels
wonderful to return to the stage at Electronic Summer!
You bring a special machine to register in/out of your live
performances. Can you tell us about the background of this
and how you found it?
It’s an old punch clock we bought from a car mechanic in
Borås that had used it since the 60s. We first looked at Fritz
Lang’s Metropolis for a visual profile and decided we wanted a
retro-industrial look. When we found the clock, we just loved
it and it became the “5th member” of the band.
What is your favourite industrial area in Gothenburg?
We are highly partial to the north river bank with the old
cranes used by shipbuilding yard Götaverken. Harbour cranes
were always at the top of the list for our debut album cover.

Saturday 20.15
Page

Thursday 21.00
Nattskiftet

